Chemical reactions are described by edge relabeling graph transformation rules, in which a substrate chemical graph is transformed into a product chemical graph by breaking existing bonds and creating new bonds between atoms. These edge relabeling graph transformation rules are themselves chemical graphs, where the order of a bond before the chemical reaction is distinguished from the order of the bond after the chemical reaction. The approach is illustrated by an implementation on top of the PerlMol collection of Perl modules for computational chemistry.
Introduction
The aim of this note is to illustrate the approach initiated by the authors in [13] to model chemical reactions by edge relabeling chemical graph transformation rules, while describing an implementation on top of PerlMol [14] .
PerlMol is a collection of Perl modules for computational chemistry which include an object-oriented representation of molecules, a suite of file I/O modules, and a powerful pattern-matching engine.
A molecule is represented in PerlMol as a Chemistry::Mol object that contains a group of Chemistry::Atom objects and a group of Chemistry::Bond objects. A molecule object can be constructed by adding atoms and bonds to an empty molecule. A molecule object can also be constructed by reading in the contents of a file or parsing a string that describes the molecule. PerlMol supports the most common formats used in computational chemistry, including the MDL molfile format [3] , the PDB format [19] , and SMILES strings [16, 17, 18] . PerlMol also provides for fast subgraph isomorphism. A molecule object can be matched in PerlMol to a substructure of a larger molecule. The pattern molecule is a Chemistry::Pattern object, which is a subclass of Chemistry::Mol, and it provides a match method to find all occurrences of the pattern in a given molecule. ... } This is perhaps the most important feature of PerlMol for graph transformation. Further, PerlMol provides a standalone awk-like program, called mok, for matching molecular regular expressions written in the SMARTS language [9] . See also [15] for more details on the PerlMol project.
Chemical Graphs
Chemical descriptions can be made at different levels of resolution: a molecular descriptor uniquely identifies a molecule in a chemical database; a molecular formula indicates the number of each type of atom in a molecule; a constitutional formula or chemical graph also indicates which pairs of these atoms are bonded; and a structural formula also indicates those stereochemical distinctions that are required to uniquely identify a molecule.
Chemical graphs are just graph-based descriptions of molecules, with nodes representing the atoms, each one of them labeled by the type (the name of the corresponding element), and edges representing the bonds, with a nonnegative weight describing the order of the bond (0 for a non-existent bond, 1 for a single bond, 2 for a double bond, etc.). This results in a Chemistry::Mol object containing five Chemistry::Atom objects and also five Chemistry::Bond objects. Notice that hydrogen atoms and the corresponding bonds are not explicitly represented in PerlMol. However, the number of implicit hydrogen atoms bond to a given atom and can be accessed by the hydrogens method, and the sum of the bond orders in which the atom participates, including all implicit hydrogens, can be accessed by the valence method that provides the Chemistry::Atom class. A chemical reaction is the change produced by two or more molecules acting upon each other. In a chemical reaction, substrate molecules are transformed into product molecules.
Chemical reactions consist of breaking, forming and changing bonds in sets of molecules. Therefore, a chemical reaction can be represented as the transformation of the chemical graph representing the reaction's substrate into the chemical graph representing the product. This transformation will satisfy a set of specific conditions. First, the number and type of the atoms in the substrate and the product must be the same, and therefore the transformation must induce the identity on the set of labeled nodes. Besides, and for simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves in this paper to chemical reactions where each individual atom has the same valence in the substrate and in the product: from the point of view of graphs, this corresponds to ensure that the total weight of edges incident to each node remains constant after the transformation.
There are about 700 chemical reactions which have come to be recognized and referred to by name within the chemistry community [8, 10, 11, 12] . Most of them can be classified according to the pattern of atomic rearrangement, into the following four main classes.
Combination reactions Two or more substrates combine to form a single product, according to the pattern: A + B → AB. For example, sodium and chlorine react to form sodium chloride: 2 Na + Cl 2 → 2 NaCl.
Decomposition reactions A single substrate is decomposed or broken down into two or more products, according to the pattern: AB → A + B. For example, calcium carbonate breaks down into calcium oxide and carbon dioxide: CaCO 3 → CaO + CO 2 .
Displacement reactions
One of the substrates is displaced into another one, according to the pattern: A + BC → AC + B. They are also called single displacement reactions. For example, sodium and water displace to sodium hydroxide and hydrogen: 2 Na + 2 H 2 O → 2 NaOH + H 2 .
Exchange reactions One of the substrates is exchanged by another one, according to the pattern: AB + CD → AD + CB. They are also called double displacement reactions. For example, hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide exchange to sodium chloride and water: HCl + NaOH → NaCl + H 2 O.
In a more detailed representation, at the level of the constitutional formula or the structural formula, structural change of these chemical reactions can be modeled by superimposing the reactant and the product to match up the atoms and bonds that are unchanged in the transformation. A formalism called imaginary transition structures was introduced in [5, 6, 7] distinguished and classified into three categories: out-bonds (bonds appearing only in the substrate molecules), in-bonds (bonds appearing only in the product molecules), and par-bonds (bonds appearing in both the substrate and the product molecules). Imaginary transition structures can be seen as double-pushout transformation rules [2] over chemical graphs: the left-hand side, context, and right-hand side are chemical graphs with set of labeled nodes corresponding to the atoms in its molecules; the left-hand side graph has edges representing out-bonds and par-bonds, the context graph has edges representing par-bonds only, and the right-hand side graph has edges representing in-bonds and par-bonds. This is, essentially, the view of chemical reactions advocated in [1] .
Example 3.1 Consider, for example, the Diels-Alder reaction [4] , one of the most important reactions in organic chemistry, which is described by the double-pushout transformation rule shown in Fig. 1 . The substrate of the reaction, 1,3-butadiene (C 4 H 6 ) and ethylene (C 2 H 4 ), is combined to form cyclohexene (C 6 H 10 ).
In [13] , explicit chemical reactions in a metabolic pathway are described by edge relabeling graph transformation rules. Chemical reaction graphs are just a representation of explicit chemical reactions.
Definition 3.2 A chemical reaction graph is a structure (V, E, σ, π), with (V, E, σ) and (V, E, π) chemical graphs, called the substrate and the product chemical graphs respectively, satisfying the following conditions:
• There is no e ∈ E such that σ(e) = π(e) = 0.
• For every v ∈ V , if e 1 , . . . , e k are the edges incident to it, then σ(e 1 ) + · · · + σ(e k ) = π(e 1 ) + · · · + π(e k ) 1.
Example 3.3
Consider again the Diels-Alder reaction of Example 3.1, which is described by the chemical reaction graph shown in Fig. 2 . An edge e is labeled by σ(e) : π(e). For instance, a label of the form 1 : 0 next to an edge e means that σ(e) = 1 and π(e) = 0; that is, an existing bond is broken by the reaction.
A chemical reaction graph is represented as a single Chemistry::Reaction object, which is a subclass of Chemistry::Mol. The constructor takes a substrate Chemistry::Mol object, a product Chemistry::Mol object and a map of substrate atoms to product atoms, represented as a Perl hash. In a Chemistry::Reaction object, the order of a bond before the reaction (in the substrate molecule) is distinguished from the order after the reaction (in the product molecule). These are both represented as a single Chemistry::Reaction::Bond object, which is a subclass of Chemistry::Bond and they can be accessed by the before and after methods that provides the Chemistry::Reaction::Bond class.
The substrate and product molecules, as well as the map of substrate atoms to product atoms, can be recovered by the substrate, product, and map methods that provides the Chemistry::Reaction class. reaction graph is a subgraph of the molecule. In a forward reaction, the substrate molecule is a subgraph of the molecule to be transformed while in a reverse reaction, it is the product molecule which is a subgraph of the molecule to be transformed. Non-reversible chemical reactions can only be applied forward.
Chemical Graph Transformation
and for all edges e ∈ E, µ(e) µ (e). An explicit chemical reaction (V, E, σ, π) can be forward applied to a chemical graph (V , E , µ) if (V, E, σ) is a subgraph of (V , E , µ) and in such a case, the forward application of (V, E, σ, π) to (V , E , µ) at (V, E, σ) results in a chemical graph (V , E , µ ), where µ (e) = µ(e) for all edges e ∈ E \ E and µ (e) = π(e) for all edges e ∈ E. In a similar way, an explicit chemical reaction (V, E, σ, π) can be reverse applied to a chemical graph (V , E , µ) if (V, E, π) is a subgraph of (V , E , µ) and in such a case, the reverse application of (V, E, σ, π) to (V , E , µ) at (V, E, π) results in a chemical graph (V , E , π ), where π (e) = π(e) for all edges e ∈ E \ E and π (e) = µ(e) for all edges e ∈ E. ple 3.1 to 1,3-butadiene (C 4 H 6 ) and dihydro-2,5-furandione (
, is shown in Fig. 3 as both a double-pushout transformation and an edge relabeling graph transformation.
A molecule can also react with itself in a chemical reaction. 
Conclusion
The approach to the description of chemical reactions by edge relabeling graph transformation rules, is illustrated by the implementation in Perl of a Chemistry::Reaction class that takes advantage of the object-oriented representation of molecules, the interface with the most common data formats used in computational chemistry, and the powerful pattern matching capabilities of the PerlMol collection of Perl modules for computational chemistry.
The Chemistry::Reaction class will be incorporated into the PerlMol collection of Perl modules for computational chemistry. A preliminary version of Chemistry::Reaction is available from the authors.
Future work includes the extension of the chemical reaction graph formalism to take compounds formed by ionic (instead of covalent) bonding, stereochemistry, and chirality into account; the automatic determination of the map of substrate atoms to product atoms in a chemical reaction graph; the encoding of all named chemical reactions in a database of chemical reaction graphs; and the development of a chemical graph transformation system based on the Chemistry::Reaction class.
